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Abstract: A recurrence relation is given for the integral in the title, Formulae which allow easy evaluation by symbolic 
algebra on a computer are given for integer and half-integer values of v and h. A comparison is made with formulae 
given in integral tables. Tables of explicit expressions for the above integral for small values of WI, with v = n , v = n + i, 
X = I, and X = I + 4 are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
In a table of integrals published recently, Prudnikov et al. give the following formula [12, No. 
2.3.13.61: 
(1.1) 
Re(v + A) > 0, Re X<m+l, m=l,2 >“‘> 
where B(x, y) is Euler’s beta function and q(x) = d(ln r(x))/dx. By substituting X= In 5, 
and replacing Y by -v, we obtain 
dC= A mg(l -A, h-v) ( a,) 
Re(h - v) > 0, Re X<m+l, m=O,l,2 ,... . 
The further substitution 6 = l/x, and the replacement of A - v by v leads to 
Re v>O, Re A<m+l, m=O, 1,2 ,..., 
(1.3) 
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so that 
&(v, A) = (-l)“N,(h - V, h). 
However, formulae of type (1.1) to (1.3) are of only limited practical use, even if v and A are 
restricted to integer or half-integer values. In particular, if h = 1 is a positive integer, they cannot 
be evaluated without applying a limiting process. On the other hand, for X = -I, 12 0 integer, v 
integer or half-integer, the integral (1.3) can be obtained by elementary indefinite integration. 
In a previous paper [ll], the integral 
J 
M X”-’ 1n”X 
0 (X”-tz’)” 
dX= $( $)m.Pqj( f, A - f) (1.5) 
P’ 0, plarg zl <T, O<Rev<pReX 
[12, No. 2.6.4.61, which is similar to (1.2) and (1.3) was discussed and closed expressions were 
derived for integer and half-integer values of v and X, in some cases also for z = - 1. These 
somewhat complicated, but elementary, expressions are well suited for symbolic algebra on a 
computer. They give exact values for integrals which in general are difficult to compute 
numerically. In addition, the results obtained lead to closed expressions for certain infinite series 
which generalize well-known results for infinite sums of reciprocal powers. 
It turns out that the integral (1.3) can be handled in a similar way, and it is the purpose of this 
paper to present expressions for 
iv&~, h) = j’“‘l lnmx d  
0 (l-x)k 
(1.6) 
Re v>O, Re h<m+l, m = 0, 1, 2, _. . 
in the four cases corresponding to integer and half-integer values of v and X. The restriction to 
integer and half-integer values of v and X is made to facilitate the evaluation of the derivatives 
of the gamma and psi functions, using the duplication formula for T(x) where necessary. It will, 
however, be seen that the results are less elegant than those obtained for (1.5), which are given in 
most cases by expressions containing Stirling, Bernoulli, or Euler numbers. Nevertheless, the 
derivations of these formulae show clearly why certain constants such as T, 6, In 2 or c(k) (the 
Riemann zeta function) appear in some of the special examples of (1.5) and (1.6) which are 
scattered through the integral tables, but not in others. They also provide an opportunity to 
review critically some examples given in the more recent integral tables which are, to a greater or 
less extent, special cases of the general result obtained in this paper. 
Note that in what follows, empty sums are to be replaced by zero, and empty products by one. 
As has been mentioned, the case X = 1> 0 integer needs special consideration. We set X = I- c 




Thus, for m 2 1, 
N,(v, 1) = 1imJl xy-l lnmx 
m 
dx= lii$l-l+e) WJ) 
c-0 0 (1 -x)‘-’ r(v-((I--l)++ 
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Using a well-known property of the gamma function [l, No. 6.1.31 and the fact that 
we can write 
a m ( ii r(v) 
l-l - 
(_l)‘_’ av 
w?lV~ 1) = (l_ l)! pi 
r(v+c) - 1 ,p-i+4 1 
c 
In this formula we can apply 1’Hapital’s rule and obtain 
N,(v, 1) = /,lX(y$ = (4’ ( q”#(v)g(v -j), 
(l-l)! dv 
(1 J) 
Re v>O, m > 1. 
2. Formulae for N,(v, A) 
Before treating the special cases mentioned above, we give some formulae for (1.3) when X # I 
(1= 1, 2, 3,. . .), and for (1.7). In the first case, a recurrence relation can be found which is based 
on: 
Lemma 1. Let f (x) be m times differentiable. Then 
where F,(x) = 1, F,(x) =f’(x) and 
F,(x)=F,‘_,(x)+~~(x)F,_,(x), k=2,3,...,m. 
The proof by induction is easy. We apply this lemma to N,( v, A) and obtain: 
Theorem 1. Let G,(v, A> = 1, G,(v, A) = 4(v) - J/(1 + v - A) and, for k = 2, 3,. . . , m, 
Gdv, A) = ~%,(v, A) + G&J, X)G,_,(v, A), (2-l) 
where 1c/( x) is the logarithmic derivative of r(x). 
Then, for h # I (I = 1, 2, 3,. . .), 
N,(v, A)= r(l-h)T(v)G~(v A) 
T(l+v-A) ’ ’ (2-2) 
Re v>O, Re X<m+l, m = 0, 1, 2,. . _ 
With a formula manipulation system such as REDUCE [S], it is easy to compute G,( v, A) in 
terms of q(v) - $(l + v - A), {(k, v), and {(k, 1 + v - A), using Theorem 1 and the relation [5, 
No. 8.36381 
q’“‘(x) = (- l)k+lk![( k + 1, x), (2.3) 





1 x”-’ 1n”x 





&=-X(2, v)S(3, v)+55(2, v)S(3,l+v-X)+5[(3, v)S(2,l+v-A)-6{(5, v)+6[(5,1+ v-X) 
-55(3,1+v-h){(2,1+v-A), 
& = 3.c3(2, V) -912(2, v){(2,i + V - h) +18[(2, ~){(a, V) - 185(2, v){(4,1+ V - A) +93(2, v)12(2, l+ V - A) 
+812(3, V) - 165(3, v){(3,1+ v - A) - 18c(4, v)<(2,1+ v - A) +24[(6, v) -245(6,1+ v - A) 
+18~(4,1+v-X)~(2,1+v-A)+8~2(3,1+v-A)-3~3(2,1+v-h). 
Then 
Go =l, G,=+, Gz=+*+&, G,=#3+3&#‘+2&> G4 = +4 + 6P20~ + W3+ + 3P4, 
G, = # + lOj32+3 + 2Ofl,~$~ + 15/3,+ + 4&, G, = # + l5&+4 + 40p3G3 + 45/3,qs2 + 24&$ + 5&, . . . . 
In general, 
G,,=+“‘+ 5 C~,JPj+"m-J> Cm,,=(j-l) ? 
J=2 k=j 
where 
Sk P) = f l 
j=O (j+p)” 
is the generalized zeta function. The resulting expressions for G,( v, A) for m = l(l)6 are given in 
Table 1. 
For the case where 1 is a positive integer, we differentiate formula (1.7) directly. With the help 
of the relation 
it is not difficult to evaluate the repeated derivatives systematically with a formula manipulation 
system. The resulting expressions for ?I,,,( v, 1) (m = 1(1)4) are given in Table 2. 
3. Auxiliary formulae 
Our principal aim is to derive closed expressions for N,( v, A) for integer or half-integer values 
of v and X.Foraparticularvalueof m and A#1 (/=1,2,3,... ) it is possible, in principle, to 
obtain such expressions from Theorem 1 by setting the desired combination of v = n + 1, 
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Table 2 
Let 





p(v-j) O Wx) 
and 
l-l 
S(P, I, k) = c 1 
,=l (v-j)“’ 
s( v, 1, k) = 0. 
Then 
G, = #(v)> G,=l(2, v)+s(v, l>l)$(v)> 
G,=25(2,y)s(v,I,l)-23(3,v)-rC,(v)[s2(v,I,l)-s(y,1,2)], 
G,= -3{(2, Y)S(Y, 1,2)+35(2, v)s2(v, l,l)-6{(3, Y)S(Y, 1,l) 
+6[(4, Y)+#(Y)[~s(v, 1,3)-3s(v, !,2)s(v, l,l)+s3(v, U)], 
G,=8l(2, Y)S(P, f,3)-12[(2, Y)S(V, I,2)s(v, /,1)+45(2, p)s3(v, 1,1)+125(3, y)s(v, 1,2) 
-12[(3, v)s*(v, I, 1)+24{(4, v)s(v, I, 1) 
-24[(5, v)+$(v)[-6s(v, 1,4)+8s(v, 1,3)s(v, 1,l) 
+3s*(v, 1,2)-6s(v, I,2)s2(v, I,l)+s4(v, l,l)]. 
v=n++, and X = I- 4 in (2.2) after executing the recurrence (2.1) up to k = m, and using the 
relations [l, No. 6.3.2, 6.3.4, 23.2.201 
&Q, 4 + 1) = W - a(49 k)Y $(q + 1) = -Y + (J(q, I>, 
S(k 4 + t> = (zk - W(k) - 2Q(q, k), +(q+$)= -y-ln4+2a^(q,l), 
(3.1) 
where 
a(0, k) = a^(o, k) = 0, 
a(49 k) = ,$ -+ CT(q, k)= i: l 
j=l (2j - 1)” ’ 
42 1, (3.2) 
y = 0.57721.. . is Euler’s constant, and S(k) is the Riemann zeta function. 
However, this procedure does not lead to a closed formula for arbitrary m suitable for 
evaluation by symbolic algebra. It leads instead, for given m, to expressions containing 
polynomials in a( p, k) and a^(~, k), which differ in their appearance from those obtained by 
the method described below. Using a theorem which relates the Stirling numbers of the first kind 
and certain combinations of them [formula (3.13)] to special values of the exponential complete 
Bell polynomials having a( p, k) and a^( p, k), respectively, as arguments, it is possible to show 
the identity of the results obtained in both ways. This is discussed in detail in [ll] for the integral 
(1.5). 
Expressions of a similar type for v = n + 1, v = n + $, I = 1, 2, 3,. . . can be found from the 
results given in Table 2. 
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In the following section we shall derive expressions for the integrals of interest to us by direct 
use of the Leibniz formula for the differentiation of products. For this purpose, we need some 
auxiliary formulae, which we collect in this section for convenience. 
For the gamma function T(x), we have the relations [l, Section 61 
r(1+ k + a) = ; (&+J(1+ a), I’(1 -k + a) = (-l)k -----ql + cy), 
(-dk 
r(+ + k + a) = (4 + CY)~T(+ + a), r(+ -k_ta) = (-ljk 
(+ - & 
r($ +a) k>O; 
(3.3) 
r(+ + a) = G2-2”r(l + 2CX)/T(1+ a), 
where ((Y) k = T( (Y + k)/T( a) is the PO&hammer symbol. From (3.3) we obtain 
r(Q + k) = (2k;k1)!! 6, r(i-k)=(-1)k(2k2X1)11J;;, k>O, (-l)!!=l. 
. . 
(3.4) 
We shall need, in addition to (2.3), the following relations for the psi function G(x) [l, No. 6.4.31 
[5, No. 8.36351: 
n-l 
$b(x+n)=l)(x)+ c -!-- 
;=I x+j’ (3-5) 
#‘k’(l + n) = ( -l)k+*k! {(k + 1) - ,cI -+ , 
i 1 (3.6) 
rC/‘k’($ + n) = ( -l)k+lk! (2 [ k+*-l)i(k+l)-l~r(&jk+‘]~ 
For In r(l + CY) we shall make use of the power series [5, No. 8.34211 




For even j = 2n, we know that [l, No. 23.2.161 
5(2n) = ((2~)~“,‘2(2n)l) lb,, I, (3.9) 
where Bj are the Bernoulli numbers. 
For the Pochhammer symbol ((Y)~ we have [l, No. 24.1.31 
((Y)k=(Y((Y+l)...( atk-1)=(-l)+ (-l)iS:i~~i, (3 JO) 
j=1 
where $j) are the Stirling numbers of the first kind, defined either by recurrence or directly by 
Schlijmilch’s formula [4, p.2161 
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For later use, we define
(a); = $), = (_l)k+i kc1 (_l)‘$i+“(y/.
J=o
It follows that
(+ + & = (+ + a)($ + (Y) * *. ($(2k  - 1) + (Y) = (-1)” 5 s^(j,  /+J,
j=l
where
s^(j, k) = 2 (-1)3&)2i-: O<j<k.
‘=J
Note that
SiJ)=O, s^(j, k )  =O, j> k.
From (3.11),  we find
i
k - l -1








where [5, No. 0.3131
Q(% k) = (k! l>! 7
C-1) k min(j, k - l )Q(_L k) = ck _ lj! rFl (-l>'$""Q(j-r,  k),  j&l.
(3.16)
Also, from (3.12),
(3 &, =(-l)k 5 s^(j, k)aJi
-1 m
j = O
= JFoo(j3 k)a’, IaI  <+,
where
Q(0, k) = 2k/(2k - l)!!,
min(/, k)
b(  j, k) = ( -l)k+l (2kyl)l!  rFi & k)Q(j- r7 k), ja 1.
(3.17)
(3.18)
Thus both Q( j, k) and Q( j, k) ae linear combinations of Stirling numbers, with rational
coefficients.
We shall need the following derivatives:
( &)p(a)k+l~a_o = ( -l)P+k+‘p!sLp,:, ( -$)p(CY):+,~~=o = (-l)“+“P!xl)~
(2 jp&la_, =P!Q(P, k). (3.19)
Note that S(O)  = a,,, and Q( p, 1) = &p,4 where a,,, is the Kronecker symbol.
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Table 3(a) 
P(p, n, 0 =l/p!(d/da)PrI;=,_,+,(a+ j) I a=o, n>l--1. P(p,n,I)=Oforp>l 
P I P(P, n, 0 P I P(P> n, 0 
0 1 1 0 5 n(n -l)(n -2)(n -3) 
0 2 n 1 5 2(n2 - 3n + 1)(2n - 3) 
1 2 1 2 5 6n2 -18n +ll 
0 3 n(n -1) 3 5 2(2n - 3) 
1 3 2n-1 4 5 1 
2 3 1 0 6 n(n -l)(n -2)(n -3)(n -4) 
0 4 n(n -l)(n -2) 1 6 5n4 -40n3 + lOSn* + 1OOn + 24 
1 4 3n2-6nt2 2 6 5(2n2 -8n +5)(n -2) 
2 3 3(n - 1) 3 6 5(2n2 -8n +7) 
3 4 1 4 6 5(n -2) 
5 6 1 
Table 3(b) 
P(p, n, I)=l/p!(d/dcx)P~J’_,_,+2(c+~(2j-l))~a=0, n>l. &p, n, I)=0 for pal. 
P I &P, n, 4 
0 1 1 
0 2 f(2n - 1) 
1 2 1 
0 3 +(2n -1)(2n -3) 
1 3 2(n -1) 
2 3 1 
0 4 i(2n -1)(2n -3)(2n -5) 
1 4 i(12Fl2 - 36n + 23) 
2 4 $(2n - 3) 
3 4 1 
P I P(P, n, 0 
0 5 &(2n - 1)(2n - 3)(2n - 5)(2n - 7) 
1 5 (4n* -16n +ll)(n -2) 
2 5 +(12n2 -48n +43) 
3 5 4(n -2) 
4 5 1 
0 6 h(2n -1)(2n -3)(2n -5)(2n -7)(2n -9) 
1 6 &(80n4 - 800n3 + 2760n* - 3800n + 1689) 
2 6 :(4n* -2On +19)(2n -5) 
3 6 $(4n* - 20n + 23) 
4 6 $(2n - 5) 
5 6 1 
We further define for 1~ n + 
and for l<n: 
d p i-1 dcu l? (a+j) j=n-I+2 la=0 (3.20) 
(3.21) 
These quantities can easily be evaluated by symbolic algebra. A short list of P( p, n, 1) and 
fi(p, n, I) is given in Table 3. Note that P(p, n, Z) = P(p, n, 1) = 0 for p > I. 
We shall make use of 
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Lemma 2. If
m
F(x) = c UkXk
k=l
is a formal power series, then
00
eF(x) = c CkXk
k=O
with co = 1 and
1 k




This lemma can be proved analogously to Theorem 1.6~ of Henrici [9, p. 421.  See also Knuth [lo,
p.5611.
Finally, we shall require the Leibniz formulae for the m th derivative of a product of k
functions of one variable (k > 1):
i 1$ mflb)f2(a) * . 'fkbd
= mgo( ,",)fp(a,yY'( m;2m1)fp(a)...
I m*=o
m-ml- ... -M&2
X c m  - m, - - * * -mk_2
mk-l
fk(yi-l)(a)fk(m-ml- ... -mk-~)(~). (3.22)
rn&, = o
4. Expressions for integer and half-integer values of v and X
In this section, we consider the following four integrals, where n and 1 are integers, and derive
closed expressions for them.
(i) v = n + 1, X = 1,
T,(n, /) = j1 Xn lnmx d x ,
0 (1 -x)’
(ii) v=n+ 4, h=l,
U,(& 1) = J1 x
n-f lnmx
0 (l-x)’ dxY
(iii) v = n + 1, X = I+ +








n >, 0, l<m, m=0,1,2,... . (4.1)
n 2 0, IGm, m = 0, 1, 2,. _. . (4.2)
n 20, l<m-1, m=0,1,2,... . (4.3)
n > 0, l<m-1, m=O,l,2,... . (4.4
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For reasons of completeness, we also give the integrals for m = 0, which can be deduced easily 
from (1.3) using (3.4). 
ML 4) = Jlx”(1 - x)’ dx = (~ I;/: l)r , 
0 
U,h 
_,) = p: 
0 
(1 - x)’ dx = $;y2-:):j,, 2’11, 
. . 
V,(T 
-l) = fx”(l _ x)‘-: dx = ,zn,“::r:‘r;,, 2”+1, 
0 . . 
W,h 
_,) = /lx”-;(l _x)‘-: dx=T(2n(;:‘!l;;n;,1)!!, 
n z 0, 12 0. (4.5) 
0 
Note that Uo(l, -n) = &(n, -I). 
4.1. v=n+ I, X=1 
Theorem 1. Let 1, m, n be integers, and let 
T,( n, Z) = j1 Xn lnmxl dx. 
0 (l-x) 
Then 
(i) for n > 0, 0 < I < n + 2, m > I, 
T,(n, Z) = ( -l)m+‘+l (Ir!l), ‘< (-l)“‘P(m,, n, l) 
.m, 0 




(ii) for n > 0, m > I>, n + 2, 









(iii) forn>O, lGO<m, 
min(m, n) 
T,(n, I) = (-l)“( -Z)!m! mFo (-l)“‘S,‘~i”‘Q(m-m,, n-l+2). (4.8) 
1 
Case (iii) is elementary and the integral can, for given 1, m, and n, also be found by indefinite 
integration. 
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Proof. (i) We set v = 1 + n + LY in (1.7) and obtain, using (3.22) 
+n-j+cu)+(l+n+cu)),=, 
Using (3.20) and (3.6) yields (4.6). 
(ii) We note that, for I > n + 2, 
I-l 
n (1+.-j+,) = (-1~‘~“(~~,+~(-~~~_~~*. 
j=l 
Setting v = 1 + n + (Y in (1.7) we obtain, using (3.5), 
Because of the fact that (a),,+ 1 in the sum contains all factors (Y +j for j = 1, 2,. . . , n, the 
second term in the square brackets is a polynomial of degree I- 2. Since m > I, its derivative 
vanishes and we obtain, using (3.6) for n = 0, (3.19), and the fact that $2, = 0, 
an, o= (l-l)! m,=O ml (-1)” f (  )[(a),+p 
m--m, 
xc 
m,=O i i m;2m1 [(-~)T_._,]‘““~‘“-“l-“2’(1 + a) lazO 
= (_ y+n+l (lyi), mcl SJy;+l)m-j!pl (-l)“‘S/_“,zt~)~(m -ml - m2). 
*m, 0 m,=O 
Because Sf) = 0 for j > k, we see that for m > I 
m-l 
c (- l)“‘S,~l,+r$?;~l) = 0, 
m,=O 
since m - I + n + 1 < m, < n is impossible for m > 1. This means that all the terms for m2 = m - 
ml - 1 vanish, which, in turn, implies m, < m - 2. Taking these considerations into account, 
formula (4.7) follows, 
(iii) The integral is elementary. In order to obtain a closed expression, we have from (1.3) and 
(3.3) 
Lh z,=(-z,!(~j”,,‘,‘l,‘;~,“),~)/ =(-I)!(+-jy$+:,/ ) 
a=0 a=0 
and (4.8) follows from (3.22) using (3.19). •I 
Expressions for T,(n, I), obtained from (4.6) and (4.7) using REDUCE, are given in Table 4. 
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Table 4 






2 01 203) 14U3) 
2 02 +ll 2 75(3) + 712 
2 11 2(5(3) - 1) 2(75(3) - 8) 
2 12 -2{(3)+ +rr’ -7{(3)+ 712 
2 21 22(3) - s 14{(3) - Q 
2 22 -4{(3)+fn2 +2 -21[(3)+ =2 + 16 
2 31 25(3) - % 145(3)- g=y 


































95(3)- &ll” - +n2 
-&4+Lg 
-6[(3)+fa4-T 





24w5) - 1) 
-245(5)-t +r” 
12Q3) - +r” 
24Q5) - 3 
- 48{(5) + 67” + 24 
12Q3)+24{(5)-$x4 
24Q5) - % 




-42{(3)- $rr” - &r2 
-a4+96 
-425(3)-t ;n4 
Tr2(+Tf2 - +> 
__4+624 
27 
-42[(3)+ $T” -96 
42l(3)- +r” - $r’ 
_=4+us& 
-42[(3)+$a4-* 
84{(3)- TIT” - $7’ + 96 
7445(5) 
4(933(5) + T4) 
84Q3) + 279{(5) +4a4 
24(31{(5)- 32) 
4(-93Q5)+ n4) 
3(285(3) - 3X(5)) 
7445(5) - v 
4( - 279{(5) + rl~~ + 192) 
84{(3) + 279{(5) - 4n4 
7445(5) - w 
-18601(5)+4,m4 +w 
84[(3) + 13955(5) - 8a4 - 768 
T,(n, 1) =/‘qdx 
0 (l-x) 
U,(n, 1) =J’ x”-f lnmxdx 
0 (l-x)’ 
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4.2, v=n+ +, X=1 
Theorem 2. Let 1, m, n be integers, and let 
u,(n, 1) = J 
1 x”-+ ln”x 
0 (lQ)’ dx. 
Then, 
(i) forn>O,O<I<n+l, m>Z 




m-m1+1 - l){(m - m, + 1) - i (4.9) 
(ii) forn>,O, m>,/>,n+l, 
min(m-1, n) 
u,(n, 1) = ( -l)‘+m+n+l *! (/_ l)! x0 (-~)“‘%b 4 
min(m-m,, I-n)-1 
X c i(m,, 




x{(m -m, -m* + 1); 
(iii) forn>,O, l<O<m, 
min(m, n) 




Case (iii) is elementary and the integral can, for given I, m, and n, also be found be indefinite 
integration. 
Proof. (i) We set v = 4 + n + (Y in (1.7) and obtain, using (3.22), 
U,(n’ + (z_l)! da j=l +n-_j+a)$(t+n+d (-1)’ (“j”‘tict 
= (-1)’ m m xi I[ (4 + 4, u- l>! m,=o m1 (t +&-,+I 1 (mi)pm’)(’ 2 
Using (3.21) and (3.7) yields (4.9). 
(ii) We note that, for I> n + 1, 
a=0 
I-l 
II (t + n -j + a) = ( -l)‘+n+l(+ + a),($ - (Y),_n_l. 
j=l 
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Setting v = i + n + (Y in (1.7) we obtain, using (3.5) 
The second term in the square brackets is a polynomial of degree I- 2. Since m > 1, its derivative 
vanishes and we have, using (3.7) and (3.19), 
m--m, 
x c s^(m,, I - n - 1)(2m-m~-mz+1 - l){(m - m, - m2 + 1). 
m,=O 
BecauseS”(j, k)=Oforj>k,weseethatform>Z>,n+l 
f (-l)“‘S^(m,, n)s^(m-m,, n-l-1)=0, 
m,=O 
since m - n + I + 1 G m, G n is impossible. This means that all terms for m2 = m - m, vanish, 
which, in turn, implies m, < m - 1. Taking these considerations into account, formula (4.10) 
follows. 
(iii) The integral is elementary. For a closed expression, we have 
and (4.11) follows from (3.22) using (3.19). 0 
Expressions for U,( n, I), obtained from (4.9) and (4.10) using REDUCE, are given in Table 
4. 
4.3. v=n+l, x=1++ 
Theorem 3. Let 1, m, n be integers, and let 
V,(n, I) = j1 ZC” h~“‘~ dx. 
0 (l+l+: 
Then, 
(i) forn>,O,O<I<n+l, m>,Z,or n20, ZGO<m, 
min(m, n) 
V,(n, I) = (-l)“g(l)m! ,C=o (-l)“‘~~~:“‘~~‘i)(mZ. n--I+1)C,+_,,_m2, 
1 m,=O 
(4.12) 
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where 
g(l) = +: -I) = 
i 
(-‘)i(21i’l)!! ’ I> 0, 
2’( -21- l)!!, l<O; 
(ii) for n >, 0, m 2 12 n + 1, 
v,(& 1) = (-u’+n (2;lm:),, 
min(m, n) 
c (- ly?s,(~~+‘) 
. . m,=O 
min(m-m,, I-n-l) 
c (-l)“‘S^(m,, I - n - l)C,-,,_,_, 
1 
m2=0 
where Cz = 1, 
1 k 
G = - c c,+c,t_., k k> 1, c=l 
(4.13) 
c; = 
2 In 2, K= 1, 
(-1)“(2 - 29(K), K > 1. 




-IX P(1+ CI) 
r(1+ 2cZ) 1 = -a In + + 2 (-l)‘l(j)(2 - 2j)c4?/j. j=2 
From this expression, we compute the coefficients of the power series of 22*r2(1 + a)/T(l + 2a) 
by using Lemma 2. Applying the Leibniz formula and using (3.19) yields (4.12). 
(ii) We have 
= (_qn+‘+l $qi - 4$$a):+l(i - a),_n_,2’“;;1(:+2;; ( . 
IT a=0 
The proof follows the lines of case (i). 0 
Expressions for V,( n, I), obtained from (4.12) and (4.13) using REDUCE, are given in Table 
5. 





























V,,(r~,/)=~‘~l~~~~~+, dx, a=In2 
x 2 
4a/5 - 92/75 
4a/3-16/9 
4(a - 1) 
-4a 
8a/35 - 988/3675 
8a/15 - 124/225 
8a /3 - 20/9 
4(-2a +l) 
32a/315 - 10456/99225 
32a/105 - 3112/11025 
23a/15 - 376/225 
-32a/3+56/9 
- 21r2/15 + 8a2/5 - 368a/75 +6304/1125 
-2=2/9+8a2/3-64a/9+208/27 
-2a2/3+8a2 -16a +16 
2n2/3-8a2 
2n2/9-8a2/3+16a/3 
-4n2/105 + 16a2/35 - 3952a/3675 +406592/385875 
-4a2/45+16a2/15-496a/225 +7088/3375 
-4q2/3-16a2 +16a -16 
-47r2/9+16a2/3+16a/3 





4.4. v=n+ +, A=/+ + 
Theorem 4. Let 1, m, n be integers, and let 
W,(n, 1) = J1 x 
n-: l*“x 
0 (1 - x)‘+: 
dx. 
Then, 
(i) forn>O,O<I<n+l, m>,l, or n20, lGO<m, 
min(m, n) m--m, 
W,(n, l) =T(-l)“g(l)m! C S”(m,, n> C Q(m,, n-l-t 1)Ci-m,-m2T 





g(l) = $4 - I) = (-1)‘(21_ I)!! ’ I’07 
71 
2’( -21- l)!!, l<O; 
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(ii) for n 2 0, m 2 12 n + 1 
min(m-1. n) min(m-m,, I-n) 
w*(n, r) = T( -l)ltn 2’m! 
(21- l)!! mFo S”(mly d c 
S/?;)C- m-m, pm, 
m2=l 
(4.15) 
where C; = 1, 
1 k 
C,_ = - c C,C/rKc, k k> I, K=l 
and 
-2 In 2, 
c, = 
(K = l), 































- frr(a - f) 
-2qa 
-2a 
T( - a/8 + l/96) 






a(3a - 5/2) 
a(n2/8+3a2/2+9a/4+21/16) 




r(a2/48+ a2/4- a/24-47/288) 
~(a~/24+ a2/2- a/4-5/16) 
a(a2/6+2a2 -2a -1) 
v(- n2/3-4a2 t8a) 





a(n2/3+4a2 -32a/3 + 8/3) 
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Proof. (i) For Y = 3 + n + OL, X = I + $, we obtain (1.3) and (3.3) 
The proof then follows the lines given for Theorem 3(i). 
(ii) We have 
Applying Lemma 2 and the Leibniz formula (3.22), we obtain, using (3.19) 
w,(n, I) = (-l)‘+” (2;ylj,, 5 s^( m--m’ ml, 4 c s:-“,“C,-_m,_mz’ 
** m,=O ??I,=0 
Because of S/y),, = 0 we have m, 2 1, which, in turn, implies m, < m - 1. Taking these consider- 
ations into account ‘yields (4.15). 0 
Expressions for W,(n, I) obtained from (4.14)and (4.15), using REDUCE, are given in Table 
6. 
5. Formulae given in integral tables 
We now discuss, without claiming completeness, some formulae related to the results of this 
paper which are given in existing tables of integrals. We shall consider, in particular, the new 
table of integrals and sums of elementary functions by Prudnikov et al. [12] (at present available 
only in Russian) and the well-known tables of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [5] and Grijbner and 
Hofreiter [6]. Integrals which are related to those treated here can also be found in the older 
tables of Bierens de Haan [3]. 
5.1. Integrals in Prudnikov et al. [I21 
In the following, we give a compilation of entries in [12] which are special cases of the 
integrals considered in Section 4. These formulae have all been checked against our results, and 
in the case of discrepancies the integral has been evaluated numerically for a further check. 
Nos. 2.3.13.1, 14, 18: 
/ 
Q, Xk e-m 
0 (ex _ l):-” 
dx=(-l)kW,,(m-n, -n), k=l,2,3, 
n=0,1,2 )...) m, m=l, 2, 3 ,... . 
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0 (ex _ $”
dx=(-l)kVk(m-n-l, -n), k=l,2,3,
n=0,1,2 ,...) m - l , m=l,2,3 )“. .
Nos. 2.3.13.9, 16, 20:
J
M Xk e’m+“x
0  (ex _  ,)i+n
dx=(-l)%‘,,(n-m-1, n), k=l,2,3,
m=O,l,..., n - l , n=l,2 ,,.., k.
Formula [12, No. 2.3.13.191 contains a wrong sign ( + 3 instead of - 3) and should therefore read
J
co x3 e-(m- f,x dx







where we have used
e (-U-’ = ;{(3).’
k=l k3









’ Because of the fact that integral
infinite series by their values.
1 ,  n=l,2,3.
tables are often used by non-specialists, it seems advisible to replace ‘known’










0 (eX - 1)2
dx = &JO,  2)
J
O"X 2n-1  x












e3.v2  + e~/2
0 (ex  -  1)'
dx = &JO, 2) + U,,(l, 2),
/
co
No. 2.3.14.21: 0 x (ex-1)2
’ ex - ex + 2 dx = T,(O, 2) - T2(2, 2) + 2T,(l, 2)
Table entry [12, No. 2.6.5.91
I,“‘” =
J
1 x”I-l lnnx dx
1-x” ’ p, Rea>O, n=l,2,3 ,...0
contains twelve formulae, eight of which are special cases of results given in Section 4. We note
that, by substituting $ = xP, the integral transforms into
I,*‘” = _L_ iE
a/p- 1 In”<
fZ+1 JP 0 l-5
dt = &lph,”
P
so that we can set p = 1 without loss of generality. It appears also that the formula
could be more simply represented by
p=I,
Note also that I;/*J is a special case of formula No. 2.6.5.11, and that 1;~’ and I,“,’ are special









1 xP/2- 1 Qn- lx
0 1 -xp
dx = & U+i(O, I),
CL










is incorrect and should read
J  1 2n
0
xP/2--1 1 - @-lx xp 7 1 - 22” lB2n I
(see also 16, No. 324.611).
Formula [12, No. 2.6.5.121J  1 x42-1 ln2nX
dx = (2n)!/~-~~-l(2~~ - 1){(2n + 1)
0 1 -xp = &L(O9 1)P




dx = (2n)!j~-~“-‘(2~“+’ - 1)[(2n + 1).
0




dx = (- l)“~z!~-“-‘(2m+’ - l){(m + 1).
0
Table entry [12, No. 2.6.5.131
J,*,“= lxJ *-l 1n”x0 (1 - x”)” dx, P, Re (Y>O, n=l, 2, 3 ,...
contains eight formulae which are special cases of the results in Section 4. Here too we can
substitute t = xP and obtain
J;J’ = L/l-6
Pn-cl 0
SO that P = 1 would be sufficient. Some of the sub-entries are given, for no apparent reason, as
differences or sums,
u,,(O, 2) + u,,(l, 2).
e.g. 4(0, 2) - Q(n, 9, T3(0, 2) - T,(n, 9, &(O, 2 )  - U,(n, 9, a n d
The formulae
Jp,2 = 2~~/3p’,P Jb+l)P.2  = ;;?; 3=2 _  nc(3) + ncl “ijkP
i k=l
are incorrect and should be replaced by
J,“”  = 7r2/3p3
and
iT2 _ n{(3) + “il n - k
k = l ik3 ’
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A few other simple special cases can be found in other places in [12]. For example, Nos.
2.6.8.4, 2.6.9.6, 9, 11, 15, 16 correspond to r,(O, 1) - 7’,(1, l), T,(O, 1), T,(O, 1) (case -), V,(O, l),
r,(O, l), and T,(O, 2), respectively.
5.2. Integrals in Gradshteyn-Ryzhik [5], and in Grb;bner-Hofreiter [6]
We give, in tabular form, integrals in [5] and [6] which are special cases of the integrals

































a l - x dx= G(n,l),
n=O 1’2 3
> , 3 ,..*,
.I
;‘Eln x dx = T,(O, 1) + T,(l, 1),
+Jersdx = + + U,(O, l),








dx = $Vl(n, 0),
lx2nnln x dx= $JVr(n, -l),
[x2”“nln x dx = $V,(n, -I),
/
’ In x dx = $W,(O, 0),
UC?
lv%?ln x dx= iW,(O, -l),
lxnln x dx = $ V,(O, -1)
I
o1 x;;%dxdx = &,?+‘r(n, 0),
/
o1 x;;y;Gxdx = &V&I,  0),
I
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J 
1 x4-l In x 
1u,(O, l), 














-----dx = $_J,(Tz, 1 








dx = Q V2(1, 0), 
/ 1 ln*x 1 - x”+l = 
0 (1 - x)’ 
dx T,(O, 2) - T,(n + 1, 2). 
Formula [5, No. 4.261 201 contains a misprint in the integrand. It should read 
J 
1 * l-X*n+* 
In x 
0 (l_x2)2dx=~(n+l)~(3)-2~ k=l (2k - 1) 
n-k+t 
[ = t( U*(L 2) - u,b + 1, a)] > 
where we have used in addition 
= i{(3). 
4.262 2, 5 J 1 xk dx 
ln3x--- = - 
0 l-x 
T,(k l), k = 0, n, 
4.262 6 
ln3x - = G-J&, l), 
- 




J 1 1 - x”+l 
ln3x dx = T,(O, 2) - T,(n + 1, 2) 
0 - (1 x)* 
4.262 9 
- 
J 1 ’ - X2n+2dx ln3x 
(1 x’)’ 
= &(U,(O, 2) - U,(n + 1, 2)), 
0 - 
4.264 2, 6 2 J 1 




AI J = f 7L1(0, l), 0 
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4.271 8, 10 / 1 In”‘xdx -o;,(O> = I), m=2n, 
0 1-X2 y+' 
n-l, _ 
4.271 11 1 x ax ln’“-‘x--- = 
_ J 0 1 -x2 






1-(MO, 2) + Ml, 2))T 0 (1_X2)2dX= pnt1 
4.295 11 
_ J 0 





dx = UZn_I(O, 1). 
5.3. Integrals in Apelblat [2] 
In the recently published integral table of Apelblat [2], we find the following special cases of 
the integrals discussed in Section 4: 
3.2 4 
J 
1 x2 ln(l/x) 
l-x 




1 (ax* + bx + c) ln(l/x) 
l-x 










3.2 8 / 
1 x3 






1 ( ax4 + bx’ + c) ln(l/x) 
dx = - a( aU,(2, 1) + b&(1, 1) + cU,(O, 1)). 
0 1 -xx2 





’ 3.2 23 ’ +x ln3(1/x) dx = -(T,(O, 3) + 7”(1, 3)), 
0 (1-x)3 





3.2 79 x2) 
X2 
dx = :I/,(O, 1). 
0 
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5.4. An integral evaluated by Grosjean [7] 
Grosjean [7] gives closed expressions for the integral 
I(k, x) = L1 tk ‘;&; t2 ’ dt 
for even and odd k, and 1 x 1 G 1, ( x 1 > 1. For x = 1, we have 
I( k, 1) = i W,(O, -k) k even; I( k, 1) = + U,(O, -k) k odd. 
5.5. Relations to integrals discussed in [ 1 l] 
Starting from the relation [ll, Eq. (6.17)] 
J 
co xP/2-1 lfx 
dx=(l+(-l)“+P ‘/n 
I xP12-l ln”x 
0 (x-l)p 
cx_lJp dx, p=l,L...,m, 
we see that for p = 2r and m = 2n 
J 
1X r-* ln2nx dx = 1 
0 (X-1)2r / 
O” xr-r ln2nx dx 
2 o (x_1)2r , r=l,L...,n. 
Thus, from (4.7) and [ll, Eq. (4.10)] 





mFo (- l)m*S~m2+‘){(2n - m, - m2) 
2 
r-1 r-1 
= + 1 $m,+l) c ( _l)m,S~,Z+l)(271)2n-m,-mZ (,yy,;;‘), . 
m,=O m,=O 2 . 
Using (3.9), this can be verified by noting that for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , r - 1, 
min(r, 2k+l) 
c (- l)“f(m)f(2k + 1 - m) = 0, 
m=max(O, 2k+l -r) 
which follows easily from the substitution m’ = 2k + 1 - m. Similarly, for p = 2r + 1, m = 2n + 
1, 
J 
1X r-i ln2n+lx 




o (x-1)2,+1 dX, r=l,L...,n. 
Thus, from (4.10) and [ll, Eq. (4.17)], 
U2n+l(r, 2r + 1) = - +J2*,T1(r, 2r + 1). 
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Note added in proof 
An English translation [13] of the table of Prudnikov et al. [2] has now been published. In this 
translation, all the errors mentioned in section 5.1 (supplied to the authors in a preprint of the 
present paper) have been corrected. 
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